
MMA Memo 214:Hybrid arrays: the design ofrecon�gurable aperture-synthesisinterferometersAdrian WebsterRoyal Observatory Edinburgh, ScotlandJune 4, 1998AbstractModern aperture-synthesis array telescopes usually have severalcon�gurations di�ering in size in order to provide the observer witha selection of compromises between angular resolving power and sen-sitivity. The layout of each con�guration, however, is a choice for thedesigner of the telescope, the main consideration being the desired ta-per in the uv -plane coverage, which determines such properties as thesidelobe level, the width of the synthesised beam and the relative sen-sitivity to compact and extended components of the source. Thereis, unfortunately, no simple way of making this latter choice becauseit can depend on the source under study and on the particular rea-sons for making the observations. Implementing two or more typesof con�guration at each size would solve the problem but the cost ofadditional antenna stations usually rules this out, while weighting thebaselines to change the taper in software reduces the sensitivity. It istherefore investigated to what extent an array may be converted fromone type to another by removing some of the dishes from one con-�guration and resiting them on existing stations of the next smallercon�guration to yield a hybrid array. Telescopes are considered whosebasic con�gurations are concentric rings consisting either of circles orof Reuleaux triangles, both of which have a low ratio of the numbersof short baselines to long; moving some of the dishes to a smaller con-�guration then increases the ratio by providing additional short andmedium baselines. Some of the hybrid arrays generated in this wayare found to have reasonable radial pro�les in the uv -plane providing1



the multiplicative scale factor between successive con�gurations is nottoo large, no more than about 3 or 4. Reuleaux triangles are found tobe superior to circles for hybrid arrays not only because their radialpro�les are smoother at all values of the scale factor but also becausetheir desirable properties degrade more slowly as the scale factor isincreased.1 IntroductionWhen the number of antennas in a new aperture synthesis array and thehighest desired angular resolution are settled, there are still many decisionsto be made in designing the layout of the stations for the antennas. Mini-mizing the cost is an important factor, which generally requires keeping thenumber of stations to a minimum and arranging the stations in a way thatreduces the length of roadway, cabling and other services required to linkthem to the central laboratory. One of the direct consequences is that it isusually feasible to build only a small number of con�gurations of di�erentsize, and, although it would be desirable from the astronomer's point of viewto have a series of many con�gurations, with successive members di�eringfrom each other in scale by only by a modest factor so that it would be easyto select one that is well matched to any particular astronomical source, thecost of the large number of stations required would be prohibitive. It followsthat, in order to provide a wide range of beamwidths, the con�gurations in-evitably di�er in size by a relatively large multiplicative scaling factor; forthe MMA this scale factor seems likely to be of order 4 (Holdaway 1998).There is another important consideration that is a�ected by a similarcompromise between exibility and the cost of stations, namely the choiceof the geometrical layout for each con�guration. The issue here is that, forany required angular resolution, it is possible to design layouts with di�erentforms for the taper (i.e. the dependence of the density of baselines in theuv -plane as a function of baseline length), but there is no ideal or optimalchoice between these alternatives. There are two major types of layout:those that give a relatively uniform coverage of the uv -plane and have asmall value for the ratio of the number of short baselines to the number oflong, and those that give a centrally-condensed distribution in the uv -planeand have a large value for the ratio. Both types have their uses, and whichis the better choice for a particular observation depends not only on thesource but also on the reason for observing it. Compact, simple sourceslacking large scale structure may be better observed with the �rst type of2



con�guration, because the many long baselines give a sharp image and therelatively small number of short baselines is unimportant when there is littlelarge-scale structure to be measured, but complex sources with structure ona wide range of angular scales may be better observed with the second type.The purpose of the observation also enters: if the attention is on the compactcomponents of a complex source, perhaps for photometry or astrometry orto discover whether they can be resolved further into subcomponents, the�rst type is likely to be preferable, whereas if it is required to produce a mapof the same source that provides a good representation of components of allsizes, or one that lacks strong sidelobes on the main beam, the second typeis the more natural choice. A telescope with two or more con�gurationsavailable at each size would be ideal because the astronomer could thenchoose one with a taper appropriate to the purpose, but the cost of theextra stations usually rules this out and it is necessary to select one type atthe design stage of the project and to build the telescope accordingly. Thechoice is not straightforward, and there is a debate in progress about whichtype would be better for the MMA (Holdaway 1998).We do not wish to enter this debate here, but prefer to consider in-stead whether it is possible to circumvent the issue entirely by designing anarray that is recon�gurable between the two types while costing no morethan either type alone. In a sense, a solution of this kind already existsbecause the taper can be altered in software when deriving the maps by ap-plying weights to the baselines that depend systematically on the baselinelength, but a large change in taper is unavoidably associated with a largedegradation of the sensitivity of the telescope, and a di�erent approach isinvestigated here that does not su�er from this di�culty. The idea is that,even when only one type of con�guration is available there will be severalcopies of that con�guration di�ering in size, and it is then possible to con-sider distributing the antennas over more than one of them to yield a hybridcon�guration. If this can be done in such a way as to provide an array witha taper that is not only di�erent but also useful, a more exible instrumentwould result and the astronomer could select whichever con�guration seemsmore appropriate for the project in hand. There would, moreover, be lit-tle impact on the construction cost because no additional stations need bebuilt.It is not obvious from the outset whether this strategy is likely to be suc-cessful, because the siting of the stations needed to provide recon�gurabilityneed not be consistent with that required merely to provide one particularcon�guration in several di�erent sizes, and one of the principal aims of this3



study is to �nd out to what extent a design is feasible that can be recon-�gured in a useful way. A second aim is to discover whether any restrictionon the scale factor between consecutive sizes of con�guration has to be im-posed, and a third is to �nd out whether some types of basic con�gurationare more suited to recon�guration than others.2 TheoryThe discussion so far has been general, no decision having been made abouteither the geometry of the basic con�gurations or where the con�guationsare sited relative to one another, and it is necessary to restrict the rangeof possibilities to a manageable level. It is therefore supposed that all thebasic con�gurations are of identical shape and di�er only in size. It is alsodecided that the largest con�guration is to be recon�gurable, from whichit immediately follows that the antennas that are redeployed out of thiscon�guration are placed on the stations of smaller con�gurations. Anotherdecision is that only the stations of the next smaller con�guration are to beused in this way; the discussion is then applicable to the recon�guration ofall but the smallest con�guration.The nomenclature adopted is that the larger of the two con�gurationsunder discussion is referred to as A and the smaller as B, and their diameters(i.e. their longest internal baselines) are a and b respectively; the scale factorbetween con�gurations is then s = a=b: (1)The baselines of the hybrid may be partitioned into three classes: AA, inwhich both antennas are sited on stations of con�guration A; BB, with bothon con�guration B; and AB, with one on each con�guration.The antennas are taken to be sited on level ground, and for simplicityonly snapshot mode is considered, so the coverage of the uv -plane consistsof a collection of points rather than elliptical arcs. It is useful to de�ne polarcoordinates (w; �) in the uv -plane with the radial coordinate normalised tothe range 0 � w � 1 w = pu2 + v2=a: (2)Another decision is to consider only concentric con�gurations, the cen-troid of the stations of con�guration A being taken to coincide with thecentroid of those of B. This is not an arbitrary decision but is required4



for isotropy: if the con�gurations are not concentric then the length of thebaselines of class AB will depend systematically on orientation, which isundesirable because the synthesised beam should be as nearly circular aspossible.Another important matter is the layout of the basic con�guration, whichcould be chosen either to have a centrally-condensed taper, with the aim ofdesigning a hybrid with a uniform taper, or to have a uniform taper andthe hybrid a centrally-condensed one. This is not in fact an open issue atthis stage but has already been settled by the decision to resite the anten-nas taken from A only on the stations of a smaller con�guration B whenconstructing the hybrid, because antenna pairs of class BB will provide addi-tional short baselines and those of class AB will provide additional mediumbaselines, but there will be fewer long baselines as a result of the deple-tion of baselines of type AA. Such a change in the relative abundance ofbaselines as a function of length would be inappropriate for a basic con-�guration that is already well endowed with short and medium baselines,so the basic con�guration is taken to have a uniform taper that may beconverted to a more centrally-condensed one by hybridisation. Rings aretherefore adopted for the basic con�gurations, and hybrid arrays based onthe two most commonly-discussed types of ring, namely circles and Reuleauxtriangles, are now considered.2.1 Radial pro�les in the uv -planeIn order to investigate the properties of hybrid circular arrays it is sim-plest to adopt a continuum model, equivalent to siting an in�nite num-ber of dishes uniformly on the circumference, and to consider the functionp(w), where p(w)dw is the fraction of baselines with length between w andw + dw. For baselines of class AA this ispAA = 2�p1� w2 ; (3)for class BB pBB = 8>>>><>>>>: 2s�p1� s2w2 for w � 1=s0 otherwise, (4)5



Figure 1: The three layouts considered in the text. a) Circles. b) Symmet-rical Reuleaux triangles. c) Antisymmetrical Reuleaux triangles. All threecases are drawn for a scale factor s = 4.
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and for class ABpAB = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: 8 s2w�q4 s2 � (1 + s2 � 4 s2w2)2 for (s� 1)=2s � w � (s+ 1)=2s0 otherwise. (5)These curves are plotted in the top panel of Fig. 2 for the case s = 4.Reuleaux triangles are based on three points sited at the vertices of anequilateral triangle, the `side' joining any two vertices being a circular arccentred on the third vertex. They are harder to treat analytically, and thecalculation is based instead upon a large but �nite number of dishes (180)sited uniformly on the circumference of two nested Reuleaux triangles, 90 oneach, the function p being estimated as a histogram of the large number ofbaselines formed by all possible pairs of each class; the scale factor is againtaken to be s = 4. Nested Reuleaux triangles are not completely speci�eduntil the relative orientation of the two triangles is given and so the twocon�gurations drawn in Fig. 1 are considered, giving two histograms forbaselines of class AB (Fig. 2).The radial pro�le of a hybrid array is a sum of the three curves from thedi�erent classes, the relative proportions depending on a single parameterwhich may be taken as f , the fraction of the antennas sited on con�gurationB. The composite pro�le is then approximatelyp = (1� f)2pAA + 2f(1� f)pAB + f2pBB: (6)Whatever the value of f adopted, the resulting composite curve shouldideally be smooth, resembling perhaps the curves given in Fig. 4 for twostandard theoretical forms for centrally-condensed distributions in the uv -plane: a circular Gaussian density truncated at the 10 dB radius,p = 5:117w exp(�2:303w2) (7)and that corresponding to a uniformly-�lled aperturep = 16w� hcos�1w � wp1� w2i : (8)The smoothness of the composite curve is determined by several factors,two of which are particularly important, namely the continuity of the curves7



Figure 2: Contributions to the radial pro�les, for scale factor s = 4. Top:concentric circles. Remainder: Reuleaux triangles.8



Table 1: The critical scale factor for di�erent types of con�guration.Con�guration scCircles 3.00Symmetrical Reuleaux 3.37Antisymmetrical Reuleaux 3.73from di�erent classes of baseline and the smoothness of those curves indi-vidually. The di�erent classes of baseline are de�ned over di�erent rangesof the independent variable w, and it is quite possible for there to be a dis-continuity in the form of a gap between the ranges of classes BB and AB, asmay be seen in all three cases in Fig. 2. Such a gap is undesirable becauseit prevents the curves for BB and AB being joined smoothly, whatever thevalue of f . A gap is only present when s > sc, where sc is a critical valuethat depends on the type of con�guration under study (Table 1). The valueof sc associated with a con�guration is, in a sense, a �gure of merit for thatcon�guration; one of the desirable properties of a hybrid array is that itshould produce reasonable radial pro�les even at large values of s, and soa large value of sc is better than a small one. It may be seen from Table 1that Reuleaux hybrids have better �gures of merit than circular ones, andthat the antisymmetrical type of Reuleaux hybrid has a better �gure thanthe symmetrical. The values of sc are such that it may be possible to designa hybrid array with a smooth radial pro�le for values of s as large as 3 { 4,but not much larger.The smoothness of the individual curves is the second important factor.The curves for circles all have singularities, which arise at values of w close tothe minimum and maximum for the con�gurations involved. The symmetryof the circular arrays is so high that the distribution of baselines lengthsinvolving any one antenna is the same whichever antenna in a particularcon�guration is chosen, and as a result the distributions superpose to givethe marked singularities in the curves seen in Fig. 2. The curves pAA andpBB have one singularity each, at the greatest value of w for each class,while pAB has two, one at each end of the range. These singularities areformal in nature, arising as a result of the decision to investigate a modelthat consists e�ectively of an in�nite number of in�nitessimal dishes, but inpractice a circular interferometer with a �nite number of dishes would have9



�nite peaks at the same values of w which would be just as undesirable.The curves for the Reuleaux triangles are smoother, because althoughthe lengths of the baselines for any particular dish on the inner trianglehave stationary values at some point on each of the three sides of the outertriangle, the baseline lengths at which they occur are not in general thesame for all the dishes on the inner triangle and the superposed curves aresmoother than for circles. The sole exception is for dishes near the mid-points of the sides of the inner triangles, whose baselines show stationaryvalues at similar baseline lengths for one particular side of the outer triangle(the adjacent side for the symmetrical case and the opposite side for theantisymmetrical) and these give rise to weak peaks in pAB at w = 0:33 and0.53 respectively, as seen in Fig. 2.There also exist opportunities for joining the Reuleaux curves smoothly:the height of the left-hand extremity of pAB for the symmetrical case may,for an appropriately-chosen value of f , be made to match that of the right-hand extremity of pBB, yielding a smooth join. A smooth join may also beachieved for the antisymmetrical case, particularly for values of s that allow alittle overlap between these curves. Furthermore, both curves of type pAB forReuleaux triangles decline smoothly to zero for large � (i.e. 0:55 < � < 0:75),enabling a smooth transition to pAA in the composite pro�le. It is thereforeto be expected on these general grounds that it should be possible to generatesmoother radial pro�les for Reuleaux triangles than for circles.2.2 Beam pro�lesIn order to see how these theoretical ideas might translate into practice,the beam pro�les were calculated for interferometers with a �nite numberof dishes. The number of dishes was taken as 60, a value typical of designsfor the next generation of millimetre arrays, and a value of f = 0:4 chosenas giving some degree of match between pBB and pAB, so 36 of the disheswere sited uniformly on con�guration A and 24 similarly on con�gurationB. The distribution of the baselines in the uv -plane lacks circular symmetryand it is to be expected that the resulting beam pro�les also lack it. For thepurpose of this initial investigation the variation of the radial beam pro�leswith position angle about the beam centre is a secondary complication thatmay be set aside by calculating the average beam pro�le 	(�) as the Hankeltransform of �(w), the surface density of points in the uv -plane, as though10



it has circular symmetry (e.g. Bracewell 1965),�(w) = p(w)2�w (9)giving 	(�) = 2� Z 10 �(w)J0 (2�w�)wdw (10)= Z 10 p(w)J0 (2�w�) dw (11)where � is the observing wavelength, J0 is the Bessel function and � isthe angle from the beam centre measured in units of �=a radians. Thenormalization of p(w) adopted throughout this paper isZ 10 p(w)dw = 1 (12)and so it follows that the beam pro�le is normalized to a forward gain ofunity: 	(0) = 1.Beam pro�les are given in Fig. 3 for hybrid arrays of circles and sym-metrical Reuleaux triangles, for s=2, 3, 4 and 5, where it may be seen thatthe sidelobe levels for the circles are, on the whole, higher than those forthe corresponding Reuleaux triangles. For the circles, the hybrid with s = 2has the best properties. It lacks a strong peak near � = 2:2, where most ofthe curves have their �rst sidelobe, and instead has its strongest peak near� = 4:5, and that peak is a relatively weak one with 	 = 0:048; at greatervalues of � the remaining lobes are agreeably weak. The other curves forcircles are poorer, particularly those for realistic values of the scale factor(s � 4); they have strong �rst lobes (	(2:15) = 0:099 for s = 4) and do notdecline particularly rapidly thereafter. The curves for the Reuleaux hybridsare systematically better, and while the beam for s = 4 still has a relativelystrong �rst lobe (	(2:2) = 0:081), that lobe is weaker than the correspond-ing lobe for the circles. The amplitude of the beam pattern also declinesfaster to low values beyond the �rst lobe.A comparison between the two types of Reuleaux triangle is presentedin Fig. 4 for the case f = 0:4; s = 4, and the radial pro�les in the uv -planeare also given. The beam pro�les are similar and there is little to choosebetween them in terms of quality: the �rst lobe of the antisymmetricalhybrid is marginally the stronger (	 = 0:085 as against 0.081) but at larger �11



Figure 3: Beam pro�les averaged over position angle, for f=0.4 and thevalues of s given in the key. Above: circles. Below: symmetrical Reuleauxtriangles. 12



Figure 4: Radial pro�les in the uv -plane and beam pro�les for the two typesof Reuleaux hybrid considered in the text. s=4 and f=0.4.13



the root-mean-square amplitude is marginally the weaker (0.0079 as against0.0094 for 3 � � � 10).As may be expected from the increased proportion of short and mediumbaselines, the Realeaux hybrids have synthesised beams broader than thatof the simple Reuleaux con�guration A from which they are derived. Theyare not much broader, however: the beams of both types of Reuleaux hybridwith s = 4, f = 0:4 (Fig. 4) are virtually identical, and have full widths tohalf maximum 1.29 times that of con�guration A. This ratio is much smallerthan the factor s = 4 for the ratio of beamwidths of the simple con�gurationsB and A, and the hybridization of A has made relatively little di�erence tothe beamwidth for these particular parameters.3 Discussion and conclusionsThe investigations of the radial pro�les in the uv -plane and the synthe-sised beam shapes both point to the conclusion that the hybrids based onReuleaux triangles are superior to those based on circles for realistic valuesof the scale factor s. Indeed, the hybrids based on circles have properties sopoor that they seem unlikely to be of much use in practice.The hybrids based on Reuleaux triangles have better properties, partic-ularly the low level of sidelobes beyond the �rst, but the �rst lobe is stillfairly strong for realistic values of s and the designs considered above mightnot be regarded as desirable for many purposes. The 10 dB Gaussian andthe uniform distribution of antennas within a disk (Fig. 4) may be takenas paradigms for arrays with relatively large numbers of short and mediumbaselines, and they have �rst sidelobe levels of 0.014 and 0.017 respectively.The amplitudes of the �rst sidelobes of the Reuleaux hybrids with s = 4and f = 0:4 are of order 0.08 and are therefore signi�cantly greater, andalthough they are considerably weaker than the corresponding 0.13 of a sin-gle Reuleaux con�guration, much depends on whether they can be reducedfurther. The properties are nevertheless remarkably good in view of thetightness of the constraints from the decision to use only the stations ofexisting con�gurations; if funding were available for 40% more stations tobe sited at will with the aim of transforming the beam pro�le of a simpleReuleaux array into one with very low sidelobe levels, it is unlikely that onewould choose to site them all near the centroid of the existing array, to sitethem on another Reuleaux con�guration, or to site them in a region withan area less than 10 percent of that of the initial array.14



There appear to be two general strategies that might be followed withthe aim of improving the properties further: �ne-tuning and �ne-weighting.By �ne-tuning is meant changing the details of the array geometry, such asthe parameters s and f . In this preliminary study we have only investigatedmodels on a coarse grid of s and for one value of f , and a more extensivecalculation of the beam pro�les on a �ne grid of values for both parameterswould be needed in order to assess how much improvement of this kind ispossible. Another matter that might be �ne-tuned is the distribution of theantennas on the stations of the basic con�gurations, which cannot in anycase take the uniform distribution that was adopted here for simplicity, andit may be possible to use this degree of freedom constructively in order toimprove the beam pro�le.The beam pro�le may also be modi�ed by weighting the measured com-plex correlation coe�cients in software before the Fourier transform is ap-plied, with an appropriately-chosen weight for each baseline. Weighting thebaselines was discussed in the Introduction and rejected as a means of chang-ing the e�ective beamwidth of an array because it reduces the sensitivity bytoo large a factor, but these considerations do not apply to the present casebecause the beamwidth of the hybrid is entirely acceptable. Gross weight-ing to change the beamwidth by a large factor is not required, merely �neweighting to smooth out the relatively minor irregularities in the uv -planedistribution. That can be done with weights that have a small dispersionabout the mean, leading in consequence to a much lower reduction in thesensitivity. Such a technique could be employed not only to control the ra-dial pro�le of the beam but also to reduce the variation of the pro�le withposition angle about the beam centre.Overall, this preliminary investigation is inconclusive. The best of thehybrid arrangements studied here have properties that are not quite goodenough for use, but the possibilities for further improvement are not yetexhausted.ReferencesBracewell R., 1965, The Fourier Transform and its Applications, McGraw-Hill, LondonHoldaway M., 1998, MMA Con�guration Design Concepts,http:/www.tuc.nrao.edu/mma/con�g/con�g.html15


